Editorial Choices Influence Perceived Blame(1)
In news reports about traffic crashes that involved a pedestrian or
bicyclist, editorial patterns predominantly use passive voice, victimblame, and omit contextual details.(2)
In this study, participants read one of three articles about the same
crash involving a driver and a pedestrian, with subtle changes in
word choice, syntax, and context about larger trends in traffic
safety.

We Tested Three Hypotheses:
1. Rewriting the article text to focus on the driver will reduce the
pedestrian’s perceived blame and increase the driver’s;
2. Shifting to driver-focused text will increase support for
punishing the driver; and
3. Thematic framing will increase support for pedestrian
infrastructure and decrease their support for educational
campaigns that focus on the actions of the pedestrian.
We had 999 people read one of three versions of an article:
1. The first reflected traditional news coverage (pedestrian
focused).
2. The second made a shift in focus toward the driver.
3. The third contained most context about the area & number of
crashes citywide.

Conclusion:
Language and framing used in news articles about traffic crashes affects readers’ perceptions of who
bears responsibility in a crash and what solutions they would support to increase safety.
Simple improvements in how we describe crashes increases support for design changes like new
pedestrian infrastructure and lower speeds.
More precise language that avoids victim-blaming or preemptively absolving the driver - the roadway
user with the ability to cause the most harm to pedestrians or bicyclists - should be implemented in
efforts to eliminate serious injuries or deaths.
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